11 Evolutionary game theory has been the theoretical tool of choice for analy-12 sis of social interactions in general and aggressive interaction in particular. 
3D process and the maneuvers are facilitated by deep waters, which induces 126 appearance changes as the depth of the fish varies. Second, fish change their 127 appearance not only due to varying depth but also due to color changes dur- used to separate the colliding animals (as in [17] ) and identity information 136 was propagated into the collisions by using a greedy acceleration minimiza-137 tion principle along the trajectory with the constraint that identities of both 138 trajectories at the start and end of the collision had to be matched with the 139 predictions from idTracker (see [15] for an analogous algorithm for collision 140 resolution).
141
The greedy acceleration minimization was implemented step by step. At 
Automated behavior classification and analysis

152
To improve data efficiency, we used a preprocessing method which was de- 
165
All further analysis was done using custom-written MATLAB code. The 166 forcemap technique was adapted from [23] . In order to avoid potential influ-167 ences from walls, the symmetric phase forcemaps were analyzed only when 168 both fish were further than 5 cm away from the nearest wall. During the 169 asymmetric phase, the fish spent most of their time swimming very close to 170 the wall, but we excluded the influence of corners on turning by removing all 171 data when fish were closer than 5 cm to the nearest corner.
172
Results
173
We began our study by staging 34 contests between adult male zebrafish The computer vision pipeline. 1: the raw video. 2: unmarked animals after identification with idTracker [15] and a short span of the trajectory of each animal overlaid. 3: preprocessing of a local chunk of trajectory for neural network analysis. 4: schematic of the neural network classifier which was trained to mimic human annotations. 5: a time series of attack scores for two animals as produced by the neural network classifier. High attack score values indicate a high internal confidence of the network that an attack is taking place. 6: an automatic ethogram calculated by thresholding the attack score.
Analysis of activity correlations and assessment
models
194
As a preliminary to studying activity correlations, we first sought to charac-
195
terize the large-scale patterns of aggressive behavior in our dataset. We found However, not all fights followed the aforementioned progression. In some 211 cases, the symmetric phase was not followed by an asymmetric phase and in 212 other cases, an asymmetric phase both proceeded and followed the symmetric In addition to size, another weak predictor of fight outcome was color. We We first focused our attention on the speeding maps. The speeding re-322 sponse of the defender to the attacker was rather similar in both phases.
323
For both phases, we see a repulsive interaction between the attacker and the Figure S3 ).
373
We conclude that during symmetric phase attacks, at close range there is we show in the main paper, where we pooled data across all 14 conflicts which 387 exhibited a symmetric phase (see Figure S4 ,S5). These movement maps thus 388 appear to be a very reliable feature of zebrafish aggression. it is reasonable to expect that the opportunity to deliver bites at velocity to attack costs, then the equilibrium value v eq is given by F (v eq ) = F max −δF .
463
In both cases, the equilibrium involves a stable value of v eq .
464
From our theory, we conclude that it is necessary for the looser fish to 465 maintain the high velocity v eq as well because otherwise biting attacks be- 
503
The assumptions underlying the sequential assessment game also appear 504 to be violated by our dataset. In its standard form, the sequential assess-505 ment game requires the two opponents to match their rates of signaling and 506 individuals accrue costs only due to their own displays. In our dataset, con-507 testants do not necessarily match signaling rates (see supplementary Figure   508 S1 for examples). Also, individual behavioral acts induce a cost not just 509 for the initiator of the act, but also for the other animal who needs to in-510 crease its locomotor activity levels in response. Thus, both assumptions of 511 the sequential assessment game are violated in our data.
512
Having ruled out both the self-assessment and the sequential assessment Therefore, even though the movement rules regulate processes on a subsec-547 ond timescale, they themselves may also be regulated on a fast timescale as 548 well. In general, we speculate that he ability to rapidly switch between dif-549 ferent movement policies may be of key importance in contexts of strategic 550 conflict, where evolutionarily stable strategies are often not monolithic, but 551 consist of random mixtures of various deterministic policies. 
